McDonald: “Ceramics are everywhere in today’s world. But who are the scientists and engineers who work with such materials? Now is your chance to meet them, here on Ceramic Tech Chat.”

De Guire: “Ceramic Tech Chat is a new monthly podcast by The American Ceramic Society that gives you a look at ceramic and glass materials through the eyes of our members. For the guests on our show, being a ceramic scientist or engineer is more than just a job description—it’s the culmination of interesting and sometimes roundabout journeys to a career that lets them make a big impact on today’s world.”

“I’m Eileen De Guire, director of technical content and communications at ACerS.”

McDonald: “And I’m Lisa McDonald, associate editor and science writer.”

De Guire: “The ACerS members we talk to on our show come from a wide variety of backgrounds, from academia and industry to early career and seasoned scientists.”

McDonald: “Through our chats, we get a look into their unique and personal stories of how they found their way to careers in ceramics and learn what they discovered personally, professionally, and scientifically along the way.”

De Guire: “Join us on the second Wednesday of every month to meet some of the ceramic scientists and engineers that drive this hidden industry.”

(music)